Waterlow Park
The site, which in the past lay far beyond the fringes of London, has been slowly
overtaken by urban growth and now lies as a green oasis, within an urban environment.
The present curtilage of the Park and of Lauderdale House is formed from four
adjacent estates. The boundaries between these estates varied over the years. The
houses were Lauderdale House, Andrew Marvell’s Cottage, Elms Court and Hertford
House. Lauderdale House is the only remaining of these.
In 1865 Sir Sidney Waterlow, a famous printing magnate and philanthropist leased
Fairseat House. Later in 1865 he bought the estate of the Knapp family that consisted of
Lauderdale House, Elm Court and Andrew Marvell’s cottage, and in 1869 he also
purchased Hertford House and grounds. He quickly demolished Elm Court, Andrew
Marvell’s cottage and Hertford House with the intention of combining the grounds of the
estate to create a single park.
From 1882 Sir Sydney Waterlow tried unsuccessfully to sell the estate and in 1889 he
decided to give his estate to the London County Council to enable the creation of a park,
as a ‘Garden for the Gardenless,’ along with funds for conversion works. The Park was
officially opened to the public on 24th October 1891.
From its creation as a public park until the present day, the overall structure and layout
has remained much the same but smaller elements have been added and altered and the
use of the Park has diversified.
In 1971 Waterlow Park came under the ownership and management of the London
Borough of Camden. The council is a trustee of the charity ‘Waterlow Park.’ From 1990
the level of maintenance was reduced and the Park maintained by mobile gangs. This led
to deterioration in the quality of maintenance and led the council to set up a public
meeting to hear views about the Parks future, which in turn led to the formation of the
Friends of Waterlow Park in 1991.
The park today clearly retains strong elements of its background as private estate land.
Additionally there has been little dilution of design intention from its opening as a
Victorian Park in 1891. Waterlow Park therefore contains a rich layering of history
resulting from its private and public past and provides an attractive and historically
interesting park that has managed to remain free of an overly ‘municipal’ image.
Waterlow Park is the largest park run by Camden. Set on a hillside with panoramic views
over London, the park includes ponds on three levels, tree lined walkways, mature
shrubs and herbaceous borders, ornamental bedding, expanses of lawn, six tennis courts
and a playground for smaller children.
The whole of Waterlow Park has benefited from extensive landscaping improvements
including a new rose garden and planting a mixture of 37 trees as well as hundreds of
shrubs and herbaceous plants. These have been carefully selected to help keep the park
safe, make it attractive to look at and nurture a variety of wildlife.

ABOUT TREES
Trees are our largest plants and often grow to a height of 30 metres. Some, like the
Common Oaks at Waterlow may live for 400 years, but many die when they are 200250 years old. Conservation of trees is very important because without them many
living things would lose their natural habitat and less oxygen would be produced in
the world.
Branches

Hold leaves out to the light
Food is made in the leaves and oxygen is produced at the same time.

Trunk

Gives strength to the tree. Transports water and minerals from roots to leaves
and food from leaves to roots.

Roots

Anchor the tree. Take up water and minerals from the soil

Food

Chlorophyll gives leaves their green colour.
Sunlight and chlorophyll help plants to make food from water and carbon dioxide
that is in the air. Some minerals are also used to make certain foods.

Transport
of water

Water evaporates from leaves and this causes more water to be drawn
up the tree.

Deciduous

lose their leaves in winter.

Evergreen

have leaves through the year.

Coppicing

is a traditional method of woodland management by which young tree
stems are cut down to a low level, or sometimes right down to the ground.
In subsequent growth years, many new shoots will emerge, and after a number of
years the cycle beings again and the coppiced tree or stool is ready to be harvested
again. Typically coppice woodland is harvested in sections, on a rotation.
In this way each year a crop is available.
This has the side effect of providing a rich variety of habitats, as the woodland
always has a range of different aged stools growing in it which is beneficial for wildlife.

Pollarding

is a woodland management method of encouraging lateral branches by cutting off a
tree stem two metres or so above ground level. If pollarding is done repeatedly over the
years, a somewhat expanded (or swollen) tree trunk will result, and multiple new side
and top shoots will grow on it. The main reason for this type of practice, rather than
coppicing was in wood-pastures and grazing areas where growth from the ground
upwards was less practical, grazing areas would have been reduced by thickets of low
tree growth. Pollarding above head height also protects valuable timber or poles from
being damaged by browsing animals such as rabbits or deer.

Trees in Waterlow Park
Holm Oak (1)
An oak will produce its first good seed crop
when it is 40-50 years old, and acorn
production varies with trees sometimes
producing very few in a given year. Large
numbers of acorns are produced intermittently
in what are known as mast years, and these
occur every three to five years, when a mature
tree can produce up to 50,000 acorns. The
acorns are shed before the leaves fall, and they
begin to germinate almost immediately. The
leaf litter which accumulates on top of them
provides protection from frost and can hide
them from seed-eating animals and birds, but
very few of the acorns produced by a single
oak are successful in growing on to become a
mature tree. The acorns are a favourite source
of food for Jays and squirrels as well as deer,
pigs and quail.

Holm Oak
Quercus ilex

Lime (2)
The Common lime is generally the largest,
broad-leaved tree. Limes are still planted in
avenues in England. In fact this stretch of the
park is known as Lime Tree Avenue. They
give ornament and shade. Many aphids infest
lime trees and drop ‘honeydew’, which you
may have noticed as a sticky residue on cars
and paving. The flowers of the lime are
particularly attractive to bees and lime honey
is well known. The sound of insects flying and
hovering amongst the leaves is familiar in
high summer to anyone enjoying the stillness
beneath a lime tree. A fairly common
phenomenon associated with lime is that of
nail galls, conspicuous protrusions on lime
leaves produced by mites. Although not in the
same league as the oak galls, the lime tree
supports a wide variety of insect and other
Common Lime Tilia
invertebrate life and so is significant from a
platyphyllos
biodiversity point of view. Uses past and
present:, relatively soft white or yellow wood,
valuable timber. Does not change dimensions or warp once seasoned. Uses of
wood; good for carving and making small articles and model making,
(good examples of lime wood carvings can be found inside
Westminster Abbey) The bark has strong fibre (bast) and once used for ropes.
Food and drink - Sugar can be made from sap and beekeepers regard as a good
source of nectar.

Beech (3) Beech trees have very shallow roots and many
fell in the great storm in October 1987. Notice the smooth
grey bark. Very few plants grow below beeches. The
beech provides wood for kitchen utensils and furniture.
Mice and squirrels eat beechnuts. Beech trees don't
always lose all their leaves in winter, so you can usually
identify them from the dead rusty-brown foliage still
clinging to their branches. Their slender twigs bear long
(2cm), narrow brown buds, which taper to a sharp point.
Beech is one of the most important native broadleaved
tree species in Britain, for recreation, wildlife, shelter and
timber. It is also sensitive to climatic and other factors,
which cause crown thinning.

Hornbeam (4) The leaves can be mistaken for
beech indeed both species are frequently planted
as hedges; however, the leaves are finely doubletoothed and have 15 pairs of rather prominent
veins whereas those of the beech are smooth and
un-toothed. Hornbeam is a native British tree. It
was originally only found in the Southeast of the
UK and a couple of patches in Somerset and
Monmouth. It has been planted elsewhere. In
Europe it grows from the South of Sweden down
to the Pyrenees and from Britain eastwards to Iran.
There are about 25 other species of Hornbeam in
the Northern hemisphere. It is extremely hard and
tough and resists heavy blows. It was often used to
make spokes and cogwheels, when steel was still
really expensive. Other uses have been: Tools
(Mallets, planes, Handles, Wooden screws, etc.),
striking hammers in piano's, balls and skittles, butchers chopping blocks,
etc. Up to the end of the Victorian era, hornbeams close to London were
pollarded and coppiced on quite a large scale to provide charcoal.

Beech
Fagus
sylvatica

Hornbeam
Carpinus
betulus

Sweet Chestnut (5) The Romans introduced this tree to
Britain. The fruits are chestnuts, which are eaten roasted,
unlike horse chestnuts. The nuts, which are very tasty, are
used by confectioners. The durable wood is used to make
furniture, barrels (sometimes used to age balsamic
vinegar) fencing and roof beams in houses; The bark also
provides tannin. The wood is still sometimes used for
fencing, and coppiced chestnut shoots are a traditional
source of poles for hop growing. Long (male) catkins
appear in early summer, and ripen in late autumn and are
at their best in December.

Sweet Chestnut
Castanea sativa

Indian Bean Tree (6) This summer-flowering tree is
usually the last to produce leaves; they do not appear until
June. It is a native of the southern United States, first
cultivated in Britain in the 18th century, and its alternative
name of catalpa is a corruption of Catawba, a Red Indian
tribe in the area where botanist’s first recorded it. Because
it comes into leaf so late, some leaves are still emerging
when the first frost arrives. Nevertheless it is a fast
growing tree putting on 1 metre (3-4ft) a year when
young. In the autumn the leaves fall early and have no
autumn colour. They give off a disagreeable odour when
crushed. The Catalpa flowers in midsummer and the
groups of brown seedpods often still hang on the tree in
winter. The flowers are bisexual. Propagation is from
seed or hardwood cuttings.

Indian Bean Tree
Catalpa bignonioides

Alder (7) Alder trees mainly like to grow in moist places.
In winter look for in opened purple catkins. In summer
the leaves are easy to recognise from their shape. Alder
is monoecious, (having unisexual reproductive organs or
flowers, with the organs or flowers of both sexes borne
on a single plant, as in corn and pines). Each tree bears
both male and female flowers. Seeds have been
recorded as germinating on the surface of water, and
then rooting successfully when they are washed up on
land. The empty cones can persist on the tree until the
following spring and are a distinctive feature of the alder
tree in winter.
Alder
Alnus
Yew (8)
Yew wood is extremely hard and durable and "resists the action of water upon it".
Before the days when iron was easily available, it must have been extremely
precious. It is also the most 'elastic' of woods and
can withstand great tension. . Note: leaves, bark
and seeds are poisonous do not ingest. Some yew
trees are estimated to be between 3,000 and 5,000
years old. The usual scientific ways of dating a
tree, by counting the annual rings in the trunk or by
carbon dating, are not accurate when it comes to
Yews. The trees have a complex growth pattern
and may stop growing (and putting on annual rings)
for long periods of time. The problem with dating
Yews scientifically can thus be summed up by
saying that there are no tree rings to count and any
piece of wood on an ancient tree is unlikely to be
as old as the tree itself.

Yew
Taxus
baccata

Holly (9) Like yew and beech one of the few British
native trees to thrive in shade. Only female trees
produce the bright red berries. Both the males and
females produce red buds, which develop small white
flowers in May. Fruit develop in July, but remain hard
and green until the next summer. Insects pollinate
Holly trees, and seed spread by birds through whose
gut they must pass before germination. This is why
little hollies mysteriously appear in gardens when there
is no tree near! In winter birds such as, Redwing,
Blackbirds and Fieldfare gorge themselves on holly
berries and spread the seed. Many birds will nest in
holly as its spiky leaves protect them from predators, or
roost in it in winter. In April, the Holly blue butterfly can
be seen flitting around holly bushes on which it lays its
eggs; in autumn these young lay next year’s
generation on Ivy.

Holly
Ilex
aquifoliu

London Plane (10) This handsome
ornamental tree is planted in many cities
and towns to enhance streets and parks.
It is a particularly characteristic tree of
London, where it contributes enormously
to green up the urban landscape, a task
for which it well suited. It has successfully
survived the tough polluted conditions,
which London has suffered since the
Industrial Revolution until the introduction
of the Clean Air Act, for hundreds of
years. The fact that the bark renews itself,
by peeling off in plates, aids the tree's
resistance to airborne pollution, because
this prevents the pores from getting
clogged up. Many of the large Planes,
which grace London’s squares, streets
and parks, were planted over 200 years
ago as the city expanded. Some sources
say this hybrid between the Oriental plane
and the American plane originated in
Spain or France around 1650, but there is
also a possibility that it originated in the
Tradescant nursery garden in Lambeth,
south London. John Tradescendant the
London Plane
younger (1608 -1662) was a gardener to
Platanus
Charles I and inherited the nursery his
hispanica
Father had established for the study of
plants. Both P. occidentalis and P. orientalis, different plane species, are on record
as having grown in this garden, so it is a real possibility that the London plane did
originate here. The first description of the tree in Great Britain, which we have in
writing, is from the Oxford Botanical Gardens in 1670.

Strawberry Tree (11) The strawberry tree is not the same
as the strawberry vine where we get delicious summer
time fruit. Instead, the strawberry tree has fruit that doesn't
taste good on its own. However, in some countries the fruit
can be made into liqueurs. It’s a really remarkable tree
because from the very beginning it looks like a gnarled and
ancient tree, very much like an olive and it fruits and
flowers within the first couple of years, unlike other trees
that can take anything up to eight years to be properly
productive. The tree has shredding bark in shades of red
and brown and long glossy evergreen leaves. One of the
most interesting things is that the tree bears flowers in
autumn when the previous year’s fruit is still ripening – a
process that takes around twelve months. This means that
you see the spiky fruits in shades of red and yellow at the same
time as the flowers which are white and pink and in the shape of
lily of the valley flowers but much larger. Fruit - raw or cooked,
sweet but insipid. The Latin name 'unedo' means 'I eat one (only)'
and suggests that the fruit is not very palatable, though it has
been said that the fruit is so delicious that a person only needs to
eat one. It does have a somewhat gritty skin, but the fruit itself has
the texture of a lush tropical fruit and has a delicate pleasant
flavour. The fruit contains about 20% sugars and can be used to
make delicious and nourishing jams and preserves in some
European countries. It is ripe in November/December and is about
15mm in diameter. When fully ripe it falls from the tree.
Pendunculate Oak (12) The Pendunculate or
English Oak supports more species of wildlife than
any other tree in Britain (following the demise of the
English Elm). It can reach to 45 metres with a ragged
crown but more normally its leading shoot is eaten,
forcing out side branches to form a large spreading
dome up to 20 metres in height. The leaves grow on
very short stalks and have deep lobes, the pair
nearest the base point backwards. The seeds are
called acorns and form on long stalks in small
clusters. They form an important winter food source
for jays, squirrels, deer and quail. It is well
known that oaks support more invertebrates
and fungi than any other British tree - over 400
species of insects and fungi, which, in turn,
attracts a wide variety of feeding birds. Most but
not all insects are found on both native oaks.
This oak tree is by some experts reckoned to
be between 450 to possibly 800 years old! The
tree has been struck by lightning on more than
one occasion, and may have caused the soot
like appearance inside the hollow of the tree.

Strawberry Tree
Arbutus unedo

Pendunculate
Oak
Quercus robur

Silver Birch (13) The birch is one of the most common of Britain’s
native broad-leaved trees. The bark is a whitish colour and sheds layers
like tissue paper. The smooth twigs have little dark warts. The birch
tree has high conservation value. The light, open canopy with spaced,
small leaves give light shade on the woodland floor. This allows varied
ground flora especially mosses, grasses and flowering plants to grow.
This means plenty of food for a wide range of insects, birds and many
other animals. The Chaffinch, Tree Pipit, Willow Warbler, and Robin are
characteristic to birch woodlands. You may also find the Woodcock,
Nightingale, Woodpecker or Redpoll. Birches are found naturally in
Northern Europe. They are pioneer species, with light wind
blown seeds that can grow quickly on bare land without
being planted. Birch trees prefer light, dry and acid soils
but are also able to cling to rocks and mountainsides.
They can grow in cold climates and further north than any
other tree.
Silver Birch
Betula pendula
Scots Pine (14) The Scots Pine is our only native conifer
to
be grown commercially for timber. This tree has a large, long, conical trunk, which
spreads into a broad domed crown (maybe better indicating on the picture). The
heavy and short branches grow outwards from the trunk. The shape is very distinct
where the growth is slower; usually at higher altitudes or
on poorer soils. The Scots Pine can then take on a
squashed and weather-beaten look. The Scots Pine is
excellent for wildlife. Lichens and insects grow around
and in the cracks on the trunk. You may find Stump
lichen, the Narrow headed ant and the Scottish wood ant
in some of our native pinewoods. Birds such as the
Siskin, Great Spotted Woodpecker, Great Crested tit and
Crossbill can feed well around a Scots Pine. The level
branches make good nesting places for birds of prey
such as the Golden Eagle, Osprey and Goshawk. Red
Squirrels are particularly fond of the cones and seeds of
the Scots Pine. It is used in many parts of the home
including roof timbers, stairs, and doorways and skirting.
It looks attractive and is popular for making furniture.
Also used for telegraph poles, fences and paper pulp. It
makes good firewood with a nice smell. It is still used in
some parts of the country for pit props in mines. Old
uses - This is a good tree for being in contact with water.
So in the past it was used to make ships, ship masts and
water wheels. The resin from the bark was used to make
tar and turpentine. Another product was charcoal.
Planting trees to attract birds and mammals

Scots Pine
Pinus sylvestris

Functions of a tree

Tree facts
Facts and figures about record or superlative trees abound. Here is a
selection.
Did you know? :
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

The largest individual tree in the world is the Giant Redwood called the
"General Sherman", which has a height of about 275 ft. a girth of 25 ft
and a volume of 52,500 cubic feet.
The world's tallest tree is a Coast Redwood in California at 360ft.
The world's oldest trees are Bristlecone pines in the USA, with
confirmed ages up to 4600 years.
Tree rings can provide precise information about environmental events
including volcanic eruptions. Dendrochronology is the science of dating
trees from their rings.
Britain's oldest tree is probably the Fortingall Yew in Tayside, which is
believed to be over 3000 years old.
Britain is thought to have the largest population of 'ancient' trees in
Europe.
Yew leaves may help in the treatment of cancer; a drug called Taxol
can be produced from them.
A fully-grown Oak in the UK grows - and sheds - 250,000 leaves every
year and produces around 50,000 acorns in a good year.
A healthy mature Birch tree can produce up to 1 million seeds in a
good year.
A commercial size aspen trunk in Canada is made into about a million
matchsticks.
Broadleaved trees change colour in the autumn because the green
chlorophyll in leaves breaks down and is reabsorbed by the tree, prior
to leaf shed.
Butterflies have often adapted to living in managed woodland. In parts
of England, the Fritillary butterflies have become associated with
man-made coppice systems.
Tree fruits are designed to be dispersed, so many berries are red, as
this is a preferred food colour of birds.
The world's rarest trees are endemics of remote islands, some known
only from single wild specimens, such as the St Helena Olive. Britain's
own endemic trees include Sorbus bristoliensis, which only grows
naturally in the Avon Gorge.
The height above sea level at which trees cannot grow is called the
tree line. This changes with latitude and in the Alps is approximately
7000ft, whilst in North Wales it is 1820ft.
It takes approximately 2 tonnes of timber to make 1 tonne of paper.
The calorific value of 2 tonnes of timber is the same as 1 tonne of coal.

Why Trees are Important
Environmental protection - trees can:
• Slow down wind - plants grow better, heating bills go down
• Give shade and protection against ultraviolet radiation (more is being
let through because of ozone depletion) and skin cancer
• Absorb pollution
• Absorb carbon dioxide and slow down global climate change
• Stabilise banks
• Muffle noise
Sustainable crops - trees can provide us with:
• Timber and other craft materials
• Fuel - wood can be burnt sustainably in clean burn wood burning
stoves in houses, larger buildings, and in small power stations
• Food - fruit and nuts
• Other products such as medicines and dyes (e.g. Aspirin is derived
from willow bark)
Wildlife habitats:
• Trees can give shelter and food for innumerable species of animals
and plants
• Trees are especially important if they form "green corridors" connecting
habitats up with each other and with the countryside beyond
• Some trees are wildlife in their own right, if they are native to Britain
and indigenous to the place they are planted, and made their own way
here after the last ice age without human help.
If you would like to know more about trees in Camden visit the Parks &
Open Spaces website below at:
www.camden.gov.uk/ccm/navigation/leisure/outdoor-camden/trees/
Other informative website links on trees:
www.treecouncil.org.uk The Tree Council promotes the planting and
conservation of trees in town and countryside. The lead UK tree campaigning
partnership, it is an umbrella body for 150 organisations working together for
trees. It is also a forum for tackling issues relating to trees and woods.
www.treesforcities.org Trees for Cities is an independent charity set up in
1993 to work with local communities on tree planting projects.
www.woodland-trust.org.uk/ The Woodland Trust is the UK’s leading charity
dedicated solely to the protection of our native woodland heritage.

Woodland Wildlife
Woodlands are rich in biodiversity they provide a dark, damp and sheltered
environment compared with open countryside. Within a woodland are a vast
range of microhabitats, each offering slightly different mini-environments and
living conditions and each one more suitable for some species than others.
Up in the top of the leafy canopy, conditions in summer are relatively exposed
to the wind, sun and rain compared with the woodland floor - and that will be
reflected in the different species of animals that live there. Even on something
like a tree trunk, one side will tend to be darker and damper than the other
and the invertebrates and mosses and lichens living there may change
according to conditions. Woodland habitat does not stop at ground level underground is a whole different world where the parameters for life may be
just as challenging and complicated as the parts above ground that humans
see. Woodlands have daily and annual cycles. They also change over longer
timescales as trees die or are blown over or cut by people and are replaced
by natural regeneration or planting.
Windblown plots or new planting offer open habitats to wildlife at the
establishment stage. But as the saplings grow upwards and outwards, the tree
branches interlock in the thicket stage when the ground flora then diminishes.
Later they reach the pole stage and are thinned. The best trees are left to
grow on into the maturing stands and the plants on the forest floor reappear
as more sunlight filters through. When the mature trees are felled or topple,
the forest cycle starts all over again.
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